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 Blige was at first reluctant to follow the hip-hop style of many of her contemporaries, but after producing a song for the
soundtrack of Eddie Murphy's 1993 film , A Little Bit of Love, she began a transition from its urban soundtrack to the R&B

and soul styles of the mid-1990s. She soon became a dominant figure in contemporary soul music with her chart successes "Be
Happy", "You Remind Me", and "The Load Off My Back". Her songs "No More Drama" and "Ain't Nothin' Goin' On but the
Rent" both hit number one on the Billboard Hot 100 in 1995. The following year, she recorded "Dangerous", a song co-written

and produced by Babyface, which became a number one hit on the Hot 100 and the R&B charts. The song was chosen to
promote the next Babyface-directed music video, in which Blige starred. After the single became a number one hit in the United

States and abroad, she released a string of successful albums that included the Grammy Award-winning The Lady Killer, The
Breakthrough, and Growing Pains. She also became the first woman to be ranked number one on the Billboard Hot 100 in the

1990s. Her albums accomplished a wide range of accomplishments on the R&B chart, including most albums by any artist since
1989, with four consecutive number one albums, and five number one singles on the Billboard Hot 100 in 1997. She was also
nominated for six Grammy Awards throughout her career, winning for her first three albums in the Best R&B Performance

category. In 2002, she became a popular artist of gospel music, when she recorded the song "I Shall Sing", on which she teamed
with J. Moss for a remix. She collaborated with the American gospel artist Johnnie L. on the track "Say My Name", which was
released on her fifth studio album The Breakthrough in 2002. Blige was also the first black artist to be named the Entertainer of
the Year by the American Music Awards. Born Mary Jane Los on November 3, 1969, in Ocoee, Florida, Blige is the daughter of
Gloria and Ernest Los. She has a younger brother, named Prince. Blige received an associate degree in psychology in 1991. She
also attended Florida A&M University in Tallahassee. While there, she was accepted as a member of the Alpha Kappa Alpha

sorority. She graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in Psychology 82157476af
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